

































































































sounds,21　 vowel　sounds　and　 diphthongs　and　 25　consonants　(Wijk　1966,13);
consequently,　checking　all　the　sounds　may　be　a　lengthy　and　arduous　task.
　　　　　The　most　effective　way　to　help　students　overcome　potential　pronunciation　problems
is　including　pronunciation　drills　in　the　lesson　plans　and　correcting　students'pronunciation
in　the　course　of　the　lesson.　The　drills　should　be　both　intense　and　fast　paced.
　　　　　The　best　method　of　teaching　pronunciation　in　drill　form　is　to　show　two　lists　of　minimal
pairwords　to　the　students.　Minimal　pair　words　are　simね トsounding　words,　such　as　glass
and　grass,　elect　and　erect.　Through　verbal　explanation　and　illustrations,　the　teacher
should　show　how　the　mouth,　tongue　and　throat　should　be　positioned　to　form　these　sounds.
After　the　list　of　words　has　been　read　by　the　teacher　several　times,　students　hould　take
turns　reading　the　words　out　loud.　The　teacher　should　remind　the　students　to　speak　loudly
and　clearly,　and　correct　the　students　when　they　make　errors.
　　　　　After　the　students　have　had　a　chance　to　practice　the　list　of　words,　sentences　with　the
same　vowel　or　consonant　structures　are　then　given.　The　students　should　take　turns
repeating　the　sentences　out　loud.　The　instructor　should　correct　heir　errors　and　assess
student　progress.　Learners　find　it　difficult　to　assess　theirown　progress　o　the　teacher　must
provide　the　learner　with　this　information.　Data　about　the　students'progress　and　pointing
out　their　improvements　is　a　crucial　factor　in　reinforcing　student　confidence　and　maintaining
motivation.　Joanne　Kenworthy,　author　of　Teaching　English　Pronunciation,　wrote　that　even
though　learners　wiil　be　aware　of　some　of　the　features　of　their　pronunciation　that　are
different,　they　wi[l　not　be　able　to　te旧f　this　is　important　or　not(Kenworthy　1986,2).　The
instructor　should　try　not　to　overcorrect　s udents.
　　　　　Teaching　pronunciation　attimes　can　be　very　rewarding,　but　progress　may　not　be
immediately　apparent.　Students'progress　will　vary　in　the　classroom.　Ultimately,　success
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in　pronunciation　will　depend　on　how　much　effort　the　learner　puts　into　it.　The　learner　must
be　willing　to　take　responsibility　forhis　or　her　own　learning.　The　teacher　may　be　highly
skilled　at　noticing　mispronunciations　and　pointing　them　out,　but　if　the　learner　takes　no
action　in　trying　to　monitor　their　own　efforts,　then　the　prospects　of　change　or　improvement
are　minimal.　The　learner　needs　to　respond(Kenworthy　19862-3).
　　　　　Students　can　be　motivated　in　the　following　ways:persuade　learners　of　the
importance　of　good　pronunciation　for　ease　of　communication.　tt　is　imperative　for　the
teacher　to　emphasize　that　a　native-like　accent　is　not　the　imposed　goal.　Intelligibility　and
communicative　fficiency　are　the　only　realistic　goals.　The　great　majority　of　learners　will
have　a　very　practical　purpose　for　learning　English　and　will　derive　no　particular　benefit　from
acquiring　a native-like　pronunciation.　While　native-like　pronunciation　may　be　a　goal　for
particular　learners　and　while　teachers　should　never　actively　discourage　learners　from
setting　themselves　high　goals,　forthe　majority　oflearners,　a　more　reasonable　goal　is　to　be
intelligible　to　others(Kenworth　1986,9).
　　　　　Pronunciation　improvement　takes　much　practice.　For　the　students　to　improve　their
pronunciation,　they　have　to　learn　to　articulate　llover　again.　This　can　be　a　lengthy　process
which　sometimes　yields　minimal　results.　Students　can　often　become　frustrated　with　their
lack　of　progress.　The　teacher　should　demonstrate　concern　for　the　learners'pronunciation
and　their　progress　in　it(Kenworth　19869).　Reminding　them　that　learning　how　to　articulate
in　another　language　takes　time　gives　the　students　necessary　reinforcement.　Explaining　to
students　that　since　they　have　trained　their　mouth,　tongue　and　throat　o　make　sounds　a
certain　way　their　whole　lives,　suddenly　being　asked　to　create　sounds　a　whole　new　way　is
something　that　cannot　be　mastered　in　one　lesson.
　　　　　At　first　it　is　difficult　for　students　to　even　hear　the　differences　in　sounds.　Great
progress　has　been　made　when　the　students　begin　to　distinguish　unfamiliar　sounds.　Also,
students　often　cannot　tell　if　they　are　pronouncing　a　word　correctly;the　t acher　needs　to
provide　them　with　information　about　their　performance(Kenworthy　1986,2).
　　　　　Minimal　pairdrills　should　not　be　the　only　lesson　for　a　90　minute　class.　This　would　be
too　overwhelming　for　both　instructorand　student.　Pronunciation　isa　great　way　to　break　up
the　daily　routine　of　a　class.　Both　the　instructor　and　the　students,　whether　the　class　is　a
beginning　or　advanced　level,　will　find　the　use　of　pronunciation　drills　in　the　classroom　not
only　valuable,　but　also　a　great　change　of　pace.
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